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ARTANGELS 2011

ArtAngels seeks to raise funds for selected organisations with a 

track record of success and to provide you with a fun, easy and 

effective manner to contribute to these success stories.    Most 

NGO’s have a good cause, passion and people that care, but in 

addition, we look for people that have the ability to make things 

happen.  Having worked with them for many years, I believe that 

our 2011 beneficiary, PEN, truly meets this criteria. 

We have specifically chosen to support PEN’s Early Childhood 

Development (ECD) and paediatric health programs in the belief 

that investment in developing the children of South Africa is 

imperative in order to create a brighter future for South Africa.

In planning this event I have been overwhelmed by the 

immense generosity of artists, corporates, service providers, 

colleagues and friends. I wish to take this opportunity to thank 

everyone involved, contributing to or attending this event for their 

support. Your support has ensured that event costs have been kept 

to a minimum and over 90% of the funds raised to date and all 

funds raised from the auction will go to PEN.

The concept for the ArtAngels arose from a wish to combine 

the annual year-end fundraising drive with the desire to throw 

one hell of a party at CIRCA –  with that, I hope you find some 

appealing art to buy and have a fantastic evening.

Nicola Harris
ArtAngels
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bENEfICIARY OvERvIEW

OvERvIEW Of PEN

PEN, is an NGO that was founded in 1992 and focuses on children and 
children’s programs in the Pretoria CbD with a vision to Ignite Change, 
Nurture Togetherness and Heal Communities.

Thousands of people flock from rural areas and countries north of 
the South African border to Tshwane with the dream of setting up a 
better life. Sadly, reality is met when they end up in the city, sharing a 
small one bedroom flat with ten or more people, where there are very 
little opportunities of finding work and sometimes little food to eat. 
In circumstances like this family structures fall apart, moral standards 
drop and crime and gangsterism becomes a way of life. Amidst all of 
this hardship it is very often the women and children who suffer the 
most. fathers leave to seek a better life and mothers are left to care 

for the children on their own, mostly with devastating consequences. 
Mothers and/or children fall prey to drug lords, prostitution and those 
ever preying adults, some are also victims of abuse. basic needs like 
shelter, food and clothing become luxury items and quality day-care and 
education for children only a dream.

It is in these circumstances that PEN works towards bettering the lives 
of people living in the inner city of Pretoria and helps to create a vision 
of what a city can be to its inhabitants, if there was a caring and loving 
community at its centre. At PEN the focus is firstly on enhancing the 
quality of life of the people and secondly on the provision of basic needs 
e.g. housing, food, clothing, health services and psychosocial support.
In addition to the above, PEN operates a low cost and supportive housing 

PEN OPERATES uNDER THE fOLLOWING STRuCTuRE:

WELLNESS PROGRAM

Sebida Hope Medical Centre
Orphan’s & vulnerable Children

Psyco-Social Services

WHOLENESS PROGRAM

Early Childhood Development
faith Communities

MISSION SuPPORT

Public Relations, Marketing, finance, Human Resourses, 
Administration, IT systems
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project whereby rooms are rented to students and psychosocial services 
are provided to help tenants sustain a healthy lifestyle. Rental income 
generated from this project covers both the costs of the project and the 
mission support staff salaries and basic running costs of PEN. This self-
sustained model ensures that donations are channelled directly to the 
projects with minimal leakage to administrative costs.
Within the City of Tshwane, it is estimated that thousands of children 

Government R0.2m

Rent recived from 570 residents R7.8m

Companies R2.3m

Individuals R2.2m 

Churches R1.5m

International Donations R1.3m

Camps and School fees R1.2m

2010 Income = R16.5m
2011 budget = R20.5m

InterestIng statIstIcs

PEN’s staff consists of 135 full time personnel

Per Week

3,000 children and teenagers spend time in PEN programs

4,125 meals are served within PEN

Per Month

840 people in counselling sessions with PEN social workers

400 people are tested for HIv/AIDS at PEN’s Sebida Hope Clinic

Per Annum

50 children cared for in PEN homes of safety

560 social housing units are rented out

7%

14%

13%

8%

9%

1%

48%
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baby care Health matters
first aid and  

fire prevention

Setting up a 
daily pre-school 

routine

Children’s rights
Kitchen hygiene 

and cooking
Rhyming

Identification of 
development  

delays

Presentation 
of music & 
movement 
activities

Art activities & 
story lessons

Office  
administration & 

staff matters

financial  
Management

between the ages of 3 months and 6 years are taken care of and provided 
for with very limited resources. In addition, their caregivers are not 
trained in child development or education. As a result, these children 
spend their formative days being inactive, without access to educational 
material and toys. The ultimate effect is that most of these children are 
under-developed and ill-prepared when they begin attending school.

In order to address this problem, in 2007, PEN established The Inner 
City Pre-School forum for Early Childhood Development (the “forum”). 
The forum provides workshops for basic pre-school training throughout 
the year to pre-schools that are members of the forum. The member 
pre-schools are required to pay a yearly subscription fee of R250. This 
fee entitles the member pre-schools to send a caregiver to attend the 
workshops which are presented at PEN nursery schools. In addition to 
the basic pre-school training, the workshops also include training in the 
following:
further to the workshops, equipment and educational resources are 
made available to the member preschools. A qualified teacher employed 

by PEN attends the member schools on a weekly basis to facilitate 
and assist with the implementation of what has been learned by the 
caregivers.

During the last four years, PEN has witnessed the positive 
transformation of the member pre-schools as their caregivers continue 
to develop through the forum’s workshops. As a result, the children 
attending these preschools are able to grow to their full potential, both 
academically and socially, ultimately providing them with a better 
future and quality of life.

Presently, the forum consists of 17 ECD centres which reach 
approximately 1,070 children between the ages 0 and 6 years.

In order to run the forum successfully in 2012, the following funds 
are required:

Cost per 
month

Cost per 
year

Capital expenses:

Educational equipment 115,913

Development of therapy room 345,128

Conversion of playground for bicycle track 37,392

Capacity building:

Roaming teacher – remuneration 4,500 54,000

Training equipment 5,000

6 x uNISA 1 year ECD course 33,600

Operational cost:

Telephone bill 250 3,000

Training cost (use of facilities, refreshments, etc) 500 6,000

TOTAL 50,003 600,033

THE INNER CITY PRESCHOOL fORuM fOR EARLY CHILDHOOD DEvELOPMENT
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The Hide and Seek, find and Treat Project is a partnership between the 
Tshwane Mayoral AIDS council (TMAC), the foundation for Professional 
Development (fDP) and PEN and is managed through the Sediba Hope 
Clinic. The objective of the project is the early diagnosis and treatment 
of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIv) in children living within the 
Tshwane Metropolitan area.

Registered nurses and counsellors attend pre-schools within the area 
to undertake paediatric and child HIv testing as well as HIv testing of 
parents, together with counselling pre and post testing and education 
on HIv and antiretroviral therapy (ART).

Despite the existence of functional ART-clinics in the public health 
sector, many parents fail to bring their children to these clinics timeously 
or at all. As a result, children in South Africa generally only have access 
to ART after they become symptomatic. It is therefore imperative that 
projects such as this be implemented for the early diagnosis of HIv-
infected children and their subsequent referral for appropriate treatment 
and care.
In addition to the testing and counselling, the following activities will 
also be performed:

The project aims to test, on average, between 40 and 60 children per 
month and is expected to have the effect of reducing the neurological 
complications and resultant developmental delays that are so prevalent 
in children who do not have access to ART. As a result, the project will 
not only have an impact on the lives of these children and their parents, 
but also on the community as a whole. This project has the potential to 
be scaled to a national level in order to save the lives of thousands of HIv 
positive children.

In order to implement and run the project in 2012, the following funds 
are estimated to be required:

Number Cost per month Annual cost

Paediatric Doctor 1 21,780 261,360

Professional Nurse 1 12,000 144,000

Clinic Coordinator 1 5,500 66,000

Social Workers 2 25,000 300,000

Auxillary Social Worker 1 5,612 67,344

Data Capturer 1 1,900 22,800

financial Administrator 1 3,214 38,568

Project Manager 1 8,000 96,000

TOTAL PERSONNEL 83,006 996,072

Pathology services 5,500 66,000

Rent – Clinic 1,500 18,000

Drugs 1,500 18,000

IT support 2,500 30,000

Other 5,783 69,396

TOTAL 99,789 1,197,468

THE HIDE AND SEEK – fIND AND TREAT PROJECT

Educating parents who frequent the Clinic about the necessity of having their 
children tested for HIv

Providing referrals to the Tshwane District Hospital to access care, support 
and ART treatment

Providing regular follow-ups with parents to ensure that their children have 
been given access and treatment at public clinics

Training heath care providers on HIv-disease and testing of children

Providing mobile HIv testing units

Partnering with various community organisations 

Organising monthly HIvcampaigns at pre-schools, health facilities and 
community organisations within the Tshwane Metropolitan area 
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Our Gallery is thrilled to be hosting this inaugural ArtAngels 

event.  We know that this will become a much anticipated 

annual fundraising gala evening here at CIRCA.

Well done Nicola Harris who has worked so hard not only to 

have assembled a remarkable group of Joburgers, all of whom 

can be relied upon to support a vast array of charities; but also 

she has conjured up a truly wonderful collection of pictures and 

other objects which will find many keen buyers.  

None of this would have been possible without the support of 

artists, friends and organisations who have generously donated 

in a variety of ways.

All funds raised for the evening will go towards the extremely 

worthy NGO, PEN. PEN’s vision to Ignite Change, Nurture 

Togetherness and Heal Communities, is entirely core to the 

ArtAngels philosophy.

Without the drive of passionate individuals, these tremendous 

contributions to critical causes could never happen.

Christine Read
Director
CIRCA Gallery

ARTANGELS 2011
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PHILLEMON HLuNGWANI
Wa Migingiriko II
Etching

65.5 x 47.0 cm

Edition 3 of 10

estimated Value: r15 000 – r20 000

Hlungwani is one of our most promising young 
artists in South Africa. He is an extremely 
talented and dedicated artist who has cemented 
his importance in the art world through the 
consistent production of relevant and inspired 
works. His landscape images refer to the self, 
family and history - personal and general - 
functioning as a type of documentation of his 
background. The mark making process is one of 
great import to Hlungwani’s work and his line 
carries with it an energy that reveals his great 
passion.

Hlungwani has completed and facilitated 
many wall murals, with example of the mural at 
The Standard bank Art Gallery (for the Picasso in 
Africa exhibition) and the mural for bell Dewar 
and Hall. He was also commissioned work by the 
JDA (Johannesburg Development Agencies), MTN 
and the South African Governmental offices.

Donated by the artist
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LOuIS OLIvER
RMB Thinkers
Bronze and stainless steel

Female 19 x 8 x 15 cm; Male 16.9 x 8 x 15 cm

Edition 17 of 250

estimated Value: r8 000 – r12 000

Louis Olivier is a sculptor based in Pretoria 
who graduated from the university of 
Pretoria with a degree in information 
technology. In 2001 he made a dramatic 
career change and moved from commerce 
to visual art cutting his teeth in the field of 
commercial art.
He worked on creating themed environments 
including the uShaka Marine World Aquarium 
in Durban and Ibn batuta Mall. 

In 2004 he met Carlo Gamberini of the 
Renzo vignali Art foundry and was exposed 
to the contemporary art scene for the first 
time. Seeing all the sculpted work in progress 

something stirred in him. He wanted to 
become a sculptor.

He started off with private commissions 
and slowly built up a collection of works. 
Teresa Lizamore, at that time curator at Sasol, 
helped him obtain a number of corporate 
commissions including the benchmark 
Project for Rand Merchant bank.

Donated by Rand Merchant Bank
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ALExANDRA ROSS
Polaroid – Paris, 2009
Oil on canvas

93 x 76 cm

Polaroid – Madeleine, 2009
Oil on canvas

93 x 76 cm

estimated Value: r20 000 – r30 000

Alexandra Ross is a visual artist based in 
Johannesburg. She works in painting, drawing, 
printmaking, photography and installation. 
broadly, her work aims to evoke the ephemeral, 
transient nature of being and explores the 
ambiguous, mutable relationships between 
reality and illusion, and original and copy.

She began exhibiting in 2004. In 2007, while 
completing her Masters degree, she won the 
brait-Everard Read Art Award, which resulted 
in her first solo show, viewpoint. Since then 
she has had another two solo exhibitions and 
taken part in a number of group shows. In 2010 
she spent six months living and working in 
Germany - initially at the kunst:raum residency 
(Sylt), and then in berlin where she took part 
in a number of group exhibitions, including the 
7th berliner Kunstsalon.

She is currently working on a new body of 
oil on canvas paintings that form part of her 
ongoing Polaroid series.

Donated by the Everard Read Gallery
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DYLAN LEWIS
Torso IV Maquette
Bronze

77.5 x 20 x 37 cm

Edition 2 of 12

estimated Value: r120 000 – r160 
000

Dylan Lewis is a South African artist 
who has emerged as one of the 
foremost figures in contemporary 
sculpture. Lewis has focused chiefly 
on the cat as his subject and has 
created an unrivalled collection on 
this theme – ranking as one of the 
most important collections of animal 
sculpture to come out of Africa. He 
has extended his artistic talents 
to the human form, especially its 
relationship with nature, and has had 
equal success as with his animals.

Lewis’s work features in private 
collections throughout the uK, 
Continental Europe, united States 
and Australia, and he is one of only 
a handful of living artists to have 
had more than one solo auction with 
Christie’s in London.

Donated by the artist
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KERRI EvANS
A Figure
Oil on board

42 x 40 cm

estimated Value: r15 000 – r20 000

born in Johannesburg, Kerri studied 
painting at Rhodes university and has 
painted full time since then. In 2001 
she joined The Everard Read Gallery and 
exhibits with them annually. To date she 
has had 9 solo shows and taken part in 
several group exhibitions in South Africa 
and abroad. She is a figurative painter 
committed to discovering, learning and 
evolving with the qualities and potential 
of oil paint.

‘The painting process is all important to 
me. I do not plan my work; it begins without 
the conditioning of idea or even conception. 
It is through the action of painting that the 
compositions arrive, the figures move and 
adjust in relationship… they come and go 
and are my primary vehicle of expression. 
figurative representation is where I find my 
greatest delight, that sense of pleasure and 
identification with the emotional aspects 
of life.’ Kerri Evans

Donated by the Everard Read Gallery
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LIz LOubSER JEWELLERS
estimated Value: r18 000 – r24 000

Liz Loubser is a designer jeweler working 
from her studio in Johannesburg.  Since 1995 
Liz has run her own studio specialised in 
individual and personalised pieces.  Her work 
has a strong African feel, but also speaks a 
universal language.

This piece was specifically made for ArtAngels 
and is a handmade 18 carat white and yellow 
gold necklace with black, white and yellow 
diamonds, yellow sapphire and ruby clasp.

Donated by Liz Loubser Jewellers
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JONATHAN WOLbERG
46664
Archival print on cotton-rag

127.5 x 93.5 cm

Artist’s proof

estimated Value: r14 000 – r19 000

Jonathan Wolberg is a South African 
born artist, living and working in 
Johannesburg. Having gained a degree in 
Graphic Design from The London College 
of Arts, he currently works as a art director 
at an advertising agency – exploring his 
artistic expressions at night and after 
hours.

This particular piece was commissioned 
by Rand Merchant bank, and is a tribute 
to one of the greatest leaders and human 
beings of our time. Done entirely out of 
words and in all 11 official languages, the 
piece is a celebration of the life of Nelson 
Mandela and is the first in a series of three 
works depicting iconic South Africans.

Donated by the artist
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DANELLE JANSE vAN 
RENSbuRG
Home is Where ... 
Pink beach wood and spray paint

50 x 470x 52 cm

estimated Value: r20 000 – r30 000

Danelle Janse van Rensburg is a sculptor and 
drawing artist living and working from her studio in 
Pretoria. She completed her studies at the Tshwane 
university of Technology, and achieved a b-tech 
degree with distinction in 2007. She has taken 
part in over 30 group exhibitions and her work has 
been selected for various competitions, including 
Absa Atelier, Sasol New Signatures and vuleka, and 
her work has been bought into both private and 
corporate collections.

The concept for the ‘Home is where...’ sculpture 
piece included the co-operation of pre-school 
children from one of PEN’s nursery schools (aged 
4–6) and high school pupils from the PEN youth 
group (aged 14–17).

The youth group had to write a poem with the 
theme ‘Home is where …’ and these poems were 
then engraved on the sculpture piece.

The smaller children were given wooden building 
blocks that had to be built into a house. A red block 
was also given to each of the kids as the symbol 
of the love and the spirit that makes their house a 
home. Each of these houses were then placed on 
the wooden cutout silhouette of the cityscape. In 
contrast to the overpowering city, the image of the 
three children now overpowers their circumstances 
as their shadows cast over the city.

Donated by the artist
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DEbORAH bELL
Sheild IV
Mixed media on paper

29.5 x 18 cm

estimated Value: r18 000 – r24 000

Deborah bell is one of South Africa´s most 
acclaimed artists, a transcendent sculptor, 
painter and printmaker. She has worked with a 
great variety of media during her career and has 
collaborated on various historically important 
projects with her contemporaries and co-
forerunners of the resistance art movement 
such as William Kentridge and Robert Hodgins.

Deborah bell’s work is a highly spiritual and 
personal experience of mark making. Memory 
and the role it plays personally and in society 
thematically prevails throughout her body of 
work, from the 1980s to present. bell’s work 
explores notions of Africanness and what it 
means to her as a South African artist.

Donated by artist
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bEEzY bAILEY
Soutpiel
Oli and house paint on canvas

89.5 x 94.0 cm

estimated Value: r55 000 – r65 000

beezy bailey was born in Johannesburg. He 
received a fine art degree from byam Shaw 
School of Art in London in 1986.

bailey has been the driving force behind 
several art auctions benefitting various 
charitable institutions.  beezy has exhibited 
in Germany, Austria, the Czech Republic and 
England, and has collaborated with a variety 

of artists from zwelethu Mthethwa to David 
bowie. His work is represented in several art 
collections, including the David bowie Art 
Collection, the Getty family Collection as 
well as the Oppenheimer Art Collection.

Donated by the Everard Read Gallery
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LIONEL SMIT
Anatomical Fragment Series #3 
Oil on canvas

165 x 165 cm

estimated Value: r40 000 – r60 000

Smit lives and works in Cape Town and is 
known for his large canvasses and unique 
sculptures and has been exhibiting locally 
and internationally for nearly 10 years. 
He has already established a substantial 
international following with collectors 
ranging from European Investment bank, 
Laurence Graff from Delaire Wine Estate to 
the Rand Merchant bank.

Smit’s popularity is indeed growing on a 
global scale, with a highlight being the use 
of an image of his for the cover of a Christie’s 
auction catalogue in London. This piece of 
work on the auction sold for three times 
the reserve price. Smit’s shows are in great 
demand with most shows sold out before 
the opening.

Donated by the artist
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PAuLA LOuW
Crane Flies Don’t Bite
Etching, gun parts, trace wire, sleeves

70 X 28 cm

estimated Value: r14 000 – r18 000

Paula Louw was born in Pretoria and gained her 
fine Art Degree at uNISA. In 2007 she completed 
her Masters in fine Arts, with distinction, at 
the university of the Witwatersrand. Presently 
Louw teaches Life Drawing at Wits university to 
Animation Masters students and also works at 
the film and Publication board as an Examiner.

Well renowned for her meticulous 
deconstruction of objects, in order to analyse 
and scrutinize their meaning, Paula Louw 
illustrates how a banal object is taken and 
transformed so that it has multiple meanings.

Paula has recently begun to extend her 
subject matter to her fascination for beetles and 
other insects, explored through the mediums 
of etching and paint. She acknowledges the 
symmetry and mechanics of insect anatomy 
which she compares to the mechanics of 
the deconstructed machinery parts. This 
has resulted in a combination of 3D and 2D 
elements.

Donated by the artist
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JACO SIEbERHAGEN
The 7th Step
laser cut mild steel and paint

118.0 x 83.0 x 15.2 cm

Edition 4 of 7

estimated Value: r15 000 – r20 000

Jaco Siebenhagen is a fine artist 
specializing in wood and metal sculptures.  
He has participated in numerous group 
and solo exhibitions both locally and 
internationally.

Artist comment on the work:
“Throughout the ages and in nearly all 

facets of life, the number seven appears 
to be a significant number.  for some 
it is a lucky number whilst for others it 
represents perfection, uniqueness or  
importance.  

The sculpture, 7th Step has to do with 
coming of age and the important and 
hopefully perfect decisions everybody has 
to make at certain points in  their lives.

In the sculpture, the girl stands on the 
sixth step ready to take the next step, 
but there is no 7th step.  Any important 
step in life has an element of mystery and 
uncertainty imbedded within it.  It takes 
guts, determination and vision to take the 
7th step.” 

Donated by the artist
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ANGuS TAYLOR
Introspection
Belfast granite, stainless steel and Bronze

120 x 95 x 30 cm 

Edition 1 of 3

estimated Value: r110 000 – r150 000

Angus Taylor is known in South Africa 
and abroad for his powerful, often large, 
works of sculpture, characterised by 
outstanding craftsmanship. Taylor is a 
graduate of the university of Pretoria 
which bestowed an Alumni Laureate on 
him in 2005. 

He currently teaches part time at this 
university and also acts as advisor to 
the Tshwane university of Technology. In 
1997, he founded his own undertaking, 
Dionysus Sculpture Works, where he 
casts his own and other sculptors’ 
work, and nurtures the talent of young 
and developing artists. In addition to 
numerous solo and group shows, Taylor 
is predominantly involved in national 
and local government, as well as private 
sector large scale commissions. from 
this have resulted, among others, the 
Solomon Mahlangu statue in Mamelodi, 
the statue of Chief Tshwane in front 
of the Pretoria City Hall as well as the 
work commemorating brenda fassie in 
Newtown JHb.

Donated by the artist
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a two night stay – including bed & 
breakfast as well as a complimentary 
art tour of ellerman House & ellerman 
contemporary gallery

estimated Value: r19 000   – r20 000

TWO NIGHTS AT ELLERMAN HOuSE
Ellerman House & villa is situated in bantry 
bay, one of the best addresses in Cape Town. 
With spectacular views over the Atlantic Ocean, 
irresistibly charming staff and an art & wine 
collection that will leave you breathless.

Ellerman House is distinguished from other 
fine hotels in South Africa by the Ellerman 
House Art collection. The grand collection 
of fine art is based on the sound principle of 

acquiring works of unquestionable quality.
While the initial emphasis was on a 

collection of Cape paintings, as the collection 
grew, so did the scope. It now encompasses an 
intriguing cross section of genres and subject 
matter, which represent an overview of South 
Africa over the last hundred years.

Donated by the Ellerman House
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The Graphic Club of South Africa was founded by fred Schimmel in 
1970, with the aim of making fine quality art, by well known artists, 
available to younger buyers at affordable prices. fred worked with artists 
such as Cecil Skotnes, Walter battiss, Lucky Sibiya and many others, to 
make silkscreen works that were available to members as part of their 
subscription.

During the seventies, the Graphic Club produced many of these 
silkscreens, and achieved its aim of spreading quality South African art 
into the homes of the ordinary person.

The Graphic Club is now relaunched, in its 21st century online form, with 
the same aims: to make the original silkscreen prints available to people 
looking for quality artworks by well know artists at affordable prices. 
fred Schimmel’s daughter, Gail, has partnered with Artvault in this 
endeavour, and remains committed to the values and quality honoured 
by the original Club.

a selection of these prints will be on sale on the evening and 50% of 
the proceeds will go to artangels.

THE GRAPHIC CLub Of SOuTH AfRICA
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RAYMOND ANDREWS
Baobab
Screenprint
50 x 76cm
Edition of 30
Price: r5 000

DIRK MEERKOTTER
Mirage
Screenprint
50 x 70 cm
Edition of 250
Price: r2 200

fRED SCHIMMEL
Nude
Screenprint
55 x 77 cm
Edition of 35
Price: R5 000

LuCKY SIbIYA
Red
Screenprint
54 x 77 cm
Edition of 95
Price: R6 500
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fRED SCHIMMEL
Face in the Window
Screenprint
72 x 50 cm
Edition of 75
Price: r5 000

fRED SCHIMMEL
Bright Abstract
Screenprint
70 x 50 cm
Edition of 75
Price: R5 000

AILEEN LIPKIN
Butterfly
Screenprint
70 x 50 cm
Edition  of 65
Price: R5 000

WOPKO JENSMA
Abstract
Screenprint
70 x 50 cm
Edition of 250
Price: r5 000
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fRANK HORLEY
Early Spring Natal
Screenprint
70 x 50 cm
Edition of 75
Price: R2 500

bETTIE CILLIERS-bARNARD
Two Worlds
Screenprint
70 x 50
Edition of 75
Price: R5 000
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LEIGH vOIGT
Nguni Cattle 
Poster
84 X 59 cm
r 300

Donated by the Everard Read Gallery

Leigh voigt was born in Johannesburg in 1943 and is the daughter of the 
botanical artist, barbara Jeppe. She studied at the Johannesburg School 
of Art, but before deciding to devote her time to art Leigh worked for an 
advertising agency between 1962 and 1968.

The wildlife studies executed by Leigh voigt have great sensitivity 
and are remarkable for the wonderful use of colour. She is particularly 
well-known for her bird studies and depiction of small wild creatures. 
This empathy with the essence of the creatures, which she portrays has 
caused her charming works to be much in demand as book illustrations. 
Her original illustrations for the article “The Rarest birds in the World” 
for the International Wildlife Magazine were exhibited at the Wildlife 
Gallery, Toronto.

Her first solo exhibition was in 1967 at the Lloyd Ellis Gallery. Since then 
she has held many successful solo shows and participated in selected 
group exhibitions throughout South Africa. In 1973 she participated in 
the International botanical Art Exhibition and in the “Winter 17311” 
exhibition in Johannesburg. She participated in the Wildlife Artists of The 
World exhibition at The Everard Read Gallery in 1985, held a successful 
solo exhibition at The Sanderling Gallery in 1987, and participated in the 
1988 Wildlife Exhibition at The Sanderling Gallery. In 1991, 1992 and 
1995 Leigh’s work was included on the International Wildlife and Natural 
History Exhibitions held at The Everard Read Gallery.

Leigh is a keen conservationist who devotes time to assisting 
organizations such as the Endangered Wildlife Trust. She donates 
paintings to raise funds for endangered animals and her Rand Daily Mail 
newspaper column with Sue Hart, entitled “In the Wild” did much to 
foster conservation awareness.
In 2004 the highly acclaimed book on the Nguni Cattle of Southern 
Africa was launched. “The Abundant Herds” is written by Marguerite 
Poland and David Hammond-Tooke. Leigh was invited to work closely 
with these experts and spent nine years researching her subject and 
painting hundreds of watercolours and about eighty large oil paintings 
to illustrate this important Southern African publication.

LEIGH vOIGT

these prints will be on sale on the evening and all proceeds will go 
to artangels.
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LEIGH vOIGT
Mirror Pattern Black and White
Lithograph
59 X 73 cm
Edition of 100
r 5 500

LEIGH vOIGT
Jacobian Cuckoo
Lithograph
59 X 73 cm
Edition of 100
r 5 500

LEIGH vOIGT
The Eggs of The Dikkop
Lithograph
59 X 73 cm
Edition of 100 
r 5 500
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Service providerS/goodS contact detailS

artvault

25, 7th Avenue
Parktown North
Johannesburg
2193
T +27 11 447 6252
dale@artvault.co.za

audadcia WineS

P O Box 12679
R44
Stellenbosch
7600
T +27 21 881 3052
info@audacia.co.za

By Word of Mouth

switchboard: +27 11 544 1600
F +27 11 544 1607
ingrid.judge@bywordofmouth.co.za

circa on Jellicoe

2 Jellicoe Avenue
Rosebank
Johannesburg
T +27 11 788 4805 
info@circagallery.co.za

ellerMan houSe

180 Kloof Road
Bantry Bay
8005
T +27 21 430 3215
info@ellerman.co.za

everard read

2 Jellicoe Avenue Rosebank
T +27 11 788 4805
F +27 11 788 5914
gallery@everard.co.za
www.everard-read.co.za

ince

Ince City
12 Broad Street
Park Central
Johannesburg
2001 
T +27 11 241 3000
F +27 11 241 3111 

JaM eventS

083 384 3157
T +2711 888 3170
F +2711 782 2441 (Fax)
samac@paddibags.com

rupert WineS

L’Ormarins 
R44 to Franschoek
Franschoek
T +27 21 874 9000
F +27 21 874 9100
tasting@rupertwines.com 

ShMira Security

T +27 11 646 7771
C +27 82 339 3666
shmirasecurity@telkomsa.net

Silverthorn WineS

5 Hawthorn Close
Tokai
Cape Town
7945
T +27 72 063 3609
karen@silverthornwines.co.za

triple M deSign & advertiSing

kevin@triplem.co.za
www.triplem.co.za
T +27 11 326 3150
C +27 83 777 5865

2-ic Marketing SolutionS

kate.jeffrey@2-IC.co.za
C +27 83 735 0515
T +27 11 996 6621

WilderneSS SafariS

373 Rivonia Boulevard
Rivonia
2128
T +27 11 807 1800
F +27 11 807 2110
info@wilderness.co.za






